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Deyyar International LLC is a young and dynamic company based in Oman
founded with the mission of providing various services, products and solutions
to clients in various sectors which are broadly categorized as follows:
Marine
Oil and Gas
Water management

Energy

Civil and Construction

We are associated with the best brands in the various business areas that we
concentrate in Our activities can be summarized as follows:
in house services
Facilitating services

Commercial Representations
Partnerships and joint ventures

Agencies

One of our main division is Industrial Painting, Coating, Protection and
Preservation Services and Tank cleaning.
D E Y Y A R

We have developed extensive knowledge and practical experience on the
various techniques available for surface preparation and associated coating
application methods to meet the required industry quality standards.
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At DEYYAR, we have set out to develop a highly trained workforce with the
capabilities to meet all our client’s surface preparation requirements and have
recently augmented our experienced project team with a team comprising of
National Association of Corrosion Engineers (NACE) certiﬁed coating
inspector and highly skilled and experienced blasters and painters. We offer a
range of services from the pre-engineering phase through to project close-out,
including project management, surveying and planning, reporting,
recommendations and technical support.
Cost Effective and Appropriate Solutions
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We have a range of preparation techniques, equipment and facilities to handle
any industrial painting, protection and removal or preservation project
including amongst others, preparation by means of UHP water jetting (hydroblasting), abrasive (wet and dry) blasting and mechanical methods including
dust-free and recyclable options. Once prepared, we can apply a range of
coatings and composites by means of conventional, airless or manual brush
roller application as appropriate.
Wholly Owned Facilities and Equipment
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ACTIVITY PROFILE

MISSION

&
VISION

To ensure safe and continuity of Clients resources through tailor made services.
To lead as the foremost Omani Company in the industry sectors that we cover
promoting growth of the nation as a whole.
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TANK

INDUSTRIAL
We have a solid reputation for

exceptional service, a skilled
workforce, quality workmanship
and safety and environmental
programs that lead the industry.
Deyyar will clean and gas free
your tank in the safest and most
effective
manner.
Reliability,
performance and customer focus
is our business.

Water Cannons

Water cannons are generally used
during the initial cleaning process.
They are very effective in breaking up
large volumes of sludge without
personnel entering the tank. These are
particularly useful when access to the
tank is not permitted. The water/sludge
mixture is then vacuumed off. This
process greatly reduces the conﬁned
space entry time for personnel.

Tank cleaning
methods

High-pressure washing

Utilizing rotary jet heads allows the
tank to be cleaned using less
water and chemicals. This leads to
lower disposal costs and reduced
time spent inside the tank by entry
personnel. These systems are
ideally suited for tanks up to 200
feet in diameter. The horizontal
and vertical 360-degree rotation
allow for full coverage of the tank
surfaces. Multiple nozzles can be
utilized to ensure full coverage of
tanks with obstructions.

Tank Cleaning Division offers experience and
leadership in managing large scale tank cleaning
and maintenance projects. we are a reputable
choice in cleaning, painting, and maintaining your
commercial or industrial storage tanks.

Gamma Jet Systems

CLEANING

High-pressure washers units with
pressures up to 350 bar, Deyyar will
select the appropriate chemicals,
detergents, or degreasers to produce
the most productive cleaning rate while
minimizing the volume of water used to
reduce your overall cleaning and
disposal costs.

Typical tanks cleaned included:
Oil Tanks
Fuel Tanks
Storage Tanks
Ballast Tanks
Pontoon Tanks
Mud Tanks
Brine Tanks
Chain Lockers

Pre-Load Tanks
Potable Water Tanks

Production Tanks (Skim Tanks, Boiler Feedwater Tanks, Produced
Water Tanks, Boiler Feed Water Tanks, Diluent Tanks, and many more).
Reﬁned Product Tanks (Gasoline, Diesel, Jet Fuel)
Water ballast tanks
Fresh water tanks
Sewage treatment plant

Typical works include gas freeing, conﬁned space entry and removal of all contaminants and waste streams to allow
inspection of tank and vessel internals including infrastructure. Thereafter, where applicable undertake the surface
preparation and re-coating to protect internals from corrosion extending the life cycle.
We offer a full package to clean, inspect, test, repair and protect your tank with the appropriate coating. The coating
system application and workmanship enhances the structures performance and service life. Our goal is to protect
your assets by installing interior and exterior coatings in a timely and competitive manner.
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Services:

Dry-Docking Repairs (with associated
partners)
Ballast water Management System
(BWMS).
Aﬂoat Repairs of ship Structure &
Systems.
Diesel Engine overhauling & Repair.
Ship Communication System.
Overhauling Machinery (Turbines,
Propulsion Systems, Gearboxes,
turbochargers, pumps, etc.)

MARINE

Repairs:

Cranes & Deck Machinery Repairs
Electrical, Automation & Control /
Monitoring System Repairs
Alternator & Motor Repairs (including
High Voltage) with VPI Treatment
Hydraulic System Repairs
Workshop Machining
In-situ Machining
Hull Repairs
Laser Alignment Services
Dynamic Balancing Services
Governor Repairs
Heat Treatment of Welded parts
Calibration Services

We

offer the best possible contribution to the
maritime industry through a range of services
and constantly strives for the safer operation of
the ship.

We offer opportunities and training to our staff to
enhance the quality of our service and market
knowledge in order to make sure our people
remain highly motivated and informed so that
they can achieve and deliver the highest
possible level of services.
We provide a comprehensive range of marine
spare parts and equipment’s for all types of
vessels. Using our strong and unique
relationship with all the major manufacturers, we
can provide the right parts at the right price at
the right time.
With staff having marine engineering knowledge
up to chief engineering level, we offer a vast
experience to respond to any of your requests
including product technical information and
services.
Deyyar can cater to almost every requirement for
a ship ranging from Main Engine, Auxiliary
Engine, Pump, Compressor, Navigation, Control,
Deck & Bridge Equipment, Communication
System, lubricants, ERP solutions, ship
chandelling, Deck supplies, spare parts etc.
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BLASTING
Surface Preparation
and Coating Removal
We have developed extensive
knowledge and practical experience
on the various techniques available
for surface preparation and
associated coating application
methods to meet the required
industry quality standards.
At DEYYAR, we have set out to
develop a highly trained workforce
including
Omani’s
with
the
capabilities to meet all our client’s
surface preparation requirements
and have recently augmented our
experienced project team with a
team comprising of National
Association of Corrosion Engineers
(NACE) certiﬁed coating inspector
and highly skilled and experienced
blasters and painters. We offer a
range of services from the
pre-engineering phase through to
project close-out, including project
management,
surveying
and
planning,
reporting,
recommendations and technical
support.
Our USP is Appropriate Solutions
with Cost Effectiveness.
We have a range of preparation
techniques, equipment and facilities
to handle any industrial painting,
protection
and
removal
or
preservation project. We have
wholly
Owned
Facilities
and
Equipment.
DEYYAR has an extensive range of
the latest technology surface
preparation equipment,
encompassing abrasive (wet and
dry) blasting, mechanical (power
tools) methods, soda blasting and
UHP water jetting (hydro-blasting).
Our equipment resources afford us
the capability to undertake all sizes
of projects and provide the most
effective tailored solution to meet
the project requirements.

&

PAINTING

Abrasive Blasting

Abrasive (Grit Blasting using Garnet)
involves the use of compressed air
and an abrasive medium and can be
used for surface removal of
previously
applied
coatings,
corrosion deposits, etc., on all types
of surfaces including steel.

UHP Water Jetting/Blasting

UHP Water Jetting/Blasting is extremely versatile
and both an effective and environmentally friendly
way of preparing a surface for coatings application.

Blasting
abrasive
surface
is
traditionally recognized as one of the
fastest and most effective
form of surface preparation and
coating removal, establishing a good
sound-working surface to promote
the adhesion of a speciﬁc type of
paint or coating.
We own and operate a large
inventory of equipment ranging from
blast pots /kettles to specialist
portable abrasive systems providing
controlled surface internationally
recognized standards.
The most commonly referred to
standards are Society for Protective
Coatings
(SSPC),
Corrosion
Engineers
(NACE),
National
Association of Swedish Standards
(SA).

Mechanical Cleaning
Mechanical/Power Tool cleaning
involving the use of power tools
such as needle guns, chipping
hammer, sanders using abrasive
discs. All hand tools comply with the
latest legislation and when used in
compliance with “safe operating
procedures”
safeguards
the
operative.

Cost effective in preparing small
areas for inspection or cosmetic
repairs. It gives enhanced
control for sensitive areas.
It’s an acceptable alternative
where it is not possible or
practical to use abrasive
blasting or UHP.
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Operating at up to 40,000 psi (2,750 bar), the use of
UHP water jetting technology enables us to remove
any coating and soluble salts, taking the substrate
back to its original proﬁle, and unlike other “traditional” surface preparation methods, ensuring the
surface is completely contaminant free.

Soda blasting

Another advantage that UHP water jetting / blasting
holds over abrasive blasting is the effect on the
environment. UHP water jetting excludes the use of
abrasives, minimizing the resultant waste stream
and by introducing containment and ﬁltration the
resultant washings can be effectively reused.

Soda blasting is a mild form of
abrasive blasting in which sodium
bicarbonate particles are hit against a
surface using compressed air. It has
a
much
milder
effect
than
sandblasting.

Furthermore, abrasive blasting creates several
environmental and health and safety issues by
creating dust. Consequently, issues are created with
the associated clean-up operations and air borne
contamination arising from the operation which
could affect others out with the immediate work team
who may not be wearing appropriate PPE.

Soda blasting doesn't hurt chrome
trim, glass, rubber, aluminum, or
ﬁberglass, yet it has no problem
pulling off paint, ﬁller, undercoating,
and seam sealer.

Typically, UHP technology is used for the surface
preparation of large surface areas such as tank.
internals and externals, bulkheads, decks, walkways
and helidecks, and with no “spark” this enables UHP
to be widely used in hazardous and extreme
environments.

We have special soda blasting
machines and are well equipped to
handle any kind of paint removal from
soft metals, and ﬁberglass.

DEYYAR has the equipment, the experienced
operatives and the techniques for surface
preparation using UHP Water Jetting/Blasting.

Coating Applications, and
Preservation:

Paint breaks may be caused by a variety of circumstances.
The paint may be too thin or may have degraded through
proximity to the environment. The coating may be porous and
may not form a complete barrier. Or the paint may have been
applied incompletely or improperly. If the surface was not
properly cleaned before applying the paint, then breaks will
occur since the paint will not adhere well to contaminated
surfaces or to blisters.
You can use the best coating/paint products in the world, but if
the surface is not prepared properly before the application,
premature failure of the coating and deterioration of the
substrate metal is inevitable. Our Coating Specialists study
each project and determine the optimum approach to surface
preparation based on site speciﬁc conditions such as
materials, existing corrosion, humidity and other
environmental conditions.
In addition to the ﬁnancial cost associated with replacing badly
maintained coats of paint, the coatings applied on such surfaces are usually lower in quality due to adverse application
conditions. 75% of all coating failures are attributable to
deﬁcient surface preparation or to improper application of the
paint. These failures lead to downtime's during which the tank
cannot be used while it is being repaired. The downtime and
loss of facility production can lead to potentially staggering
costs.
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Industrial Painting

DEYYAR has one of the most respected Industrial Painting groups in
the industry. Our dedicated crews are experts in achieving the desired
proﬁle and applying the proper paint for each application. Our mission
is to make sure you get quality results that will last in any conditions.
DEYYAR is prepared to service all your painting needs on new
construction, roads, ﬁre-prooﬁng, existing facilities, engines,
compressors, buildings, and all above-ground piping.
We can apply any type of paint that you need from low-temperature
piping and LNG facilities to high-temperature exhaust systems.

DEYYAR has the capability to apply conventional or
specialist coatings in accordance with manufacturers
and client speciﬁcations.
Having prepared the surface using one of our
applications, we can apply the required coating to
provide an effective barrier to combat corrosion
signiﬁcantly increasing the life of the asset and reducing
the required time on planned maintenance project.

Our products include:

Capabilities extend to the application of a range of
high-tech coatings and composites such as:

Blast helmets.

Industrial Epoxies, Alkyds and Urethanes.

Abrasive blast machines.
Compressed air dryers.
Recycling systems.
Closed circuit blast tools.

Non-Slip Helideck and Deck Coatings, Screeds and
Tiles.

UHP water jetting equipment

Tank Vessel Linings including Glass ﬂakes.

Shot blasters

Concrete ﬂoor grinders

Internal Tank coating

Airless spray-painting

Antifouling Coatings
Turnkey Painting Programs

equipment

DEYYAR is a specialist supplier of protective coatings and
corrosion control products. Our global experience
combined with continual research and advancement
programs enables us to provide knowledgeable technical
advice to achieve the most cost-effective surface
preparation and coating solution.

gauges.

DEYYAR can supply nearly every piece of blasting and
painting equipment.
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We have an impeccable safety record that ensures that your painting
jobs are handled only by experts. We rely on our safety guidelines that
are followed by our workers when working in high safety zones. At
DEYYAR, we provide comprehensive industrial painting services for
your plant, station or rig. We offer services that are perfectly suited for
petrochemical and oil facilities, water pipelines, power plants, waste
management units and any type of raised pipelines. We are
developing our experience as Commercial Painting Contractors and
can ensure that your painting projects would be handled with
professionalism. Our painters are certiﬁed and can handle all types of
painting and coatings in an efﬁcient and timely manner while adhering
to all the industry standard safety measures.

Paint coating thickness
Abrasives for surface
preparation and corrosion
control
Painting equipment.
For all your cleaning, blasting
and coating needs, DEYYAR is
your one stop shop with 100%
satisfaction results.
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OILFIELD
SERVICES

We serve in the Oil & Gas sectors and other process facilities, with the focus on execution of EPC

projects and providing multi specialized services including maintenance disciplines. We have provided
services to various clients with fast track projects, low cost and efﬁcient operations with best quality.
Our employees apply their technical skills and creative energy to complete the task well in time with
optimum cost.
We have a dedicated team, consisting of professionally qualiﬁed and experienced Managers,
Engineers, Supervisors and Work Crew, possessing work experience of more than ۱۰ years who can
manage the work under their entity.
Deyyar has a desirable track record in the ﬁeld of design, supply, fabrication, erection, welding, blasting
& painting and commissioning of tanks, pipeline installation and other specialized mechanical services.
We are specialized in the areas of power utility project, MEP services, trading and installation of agency
products.

Our Product range includes:
Valves :

Gate Valves, Globe Valves, Ball Valves, check Valves, Strainer, Power Station Valves etc.

Pipes:
ERW steel pipe, LSAW steel pipe, spiral welded steel pipe, seamless steel pipe

Pipe Fittings:

Butt weld, socket weld, threaded Etc. in the form of elbows, tees & cross, reducers, caps & stub
ends, return bend, collar, couplings, nipples, thermowell stub. Etc.

Flanges:

Slip- ON, SORF, BLRF, WNRF, Threaded, SWRF, Lapped joint, Ring joint, SOFF, spectacles. Etc. as per
BS-10 table “D, E, F, H” and as per ANSI B 16.5 class 150 to 2500 in all required sizes.

Fasteners:

nuts, bolts, studs, washers, and gaskets etc.

Other Product Includes:

Coils, Rod, Flat Bars, Wires, Hex, Welding Electrodes, Angle, Channels and more
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Nature of business

We have an extensive experience in all aspects of bulk excavation and earthworks. We have a skilled team to deliver
a wide range of projects from building site preparation and clearing new subdivisions to major earthworks.

Earthworks Service
Reduce level excavations
Bulk earthworks

CIVIL

&

CONSTRUCTION

We carry out commercial and residential infrastructure and construction works,
including earthworks, drainage, private roads and more. We work closely with
large and small-scale property developers, as well as direct with residential
property owners who require expert assistance with their projects across the
Sultanate. As a local company, we deliver a more personal approach. We have
the capacity and agility to scale our team to take on a wide range of projects, both
large and small, without the added large overheads that you’ll experience with
bigger ﬁrms. With a hands-on management team, you will always be kept well up
to date with project progress through regular communication.

Site regeneration and renewal
Remediation
Ground Remodeling
Our skilled team have experience in a broad scope of residential subdivision projects and can accommodate the
different demands of each project, however complex.

General building works include:
Developments

Industrial, commercial, and residential buildings
Sewage house pipelines.
Our in-depth understanding of the construction industry, combined with labor management expertise, has enabled us
to successfully render civil construction services to clients. We follow stringent international norms to offer best quality
of services at the most reasonable price.

Civil engineering services include:
Water retaining structures: sewage and water treatment plants
Road structures: retaining walls, bridges, barriers
Concrete structures: Commercial buildings, concrete structures or any other application
Pipelines: Bulk transportation in steel, uPVC, O-PVC, HDPE pipelines and process pipelines and industrial buildings

Sustainability and environmental consideration are top priority for
Civil Construction Services with every project we undertake. We
are committed to strict management of environmentally friendly
practices that adhere to environmental guidelines to ensure
minimal impact on the natural environment.
Deyyar provides services to several sectors including the
commercial/industrial, government, utilities/infrastructure,
leisure, oil & gas, energy and renewable energy sectors.
We are extremely dedicated to the projects we
work on and seek to offer the most
comprehensive and efﬁcient delivery possible.
We have an enviable reputation of providing safe and
responsible building and civil engineering services,
achieving project completion within budget and to the
highest standards of quality.
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LUKOIL MARINE LUBRICANTS

LUKOIL Mid-East Limited is an integral part of
the LUKOIL Group which manages oil and gas
exploration and production projects in Iraq.

AGENCIES
We represent and work in collaborations with world
renowned companies having best of industry
services and product
Has the widest network for procurement of spare
parts and equipments with maker service
agreement also has the network alliance with major
suppliers and ship-chandlers around the world

STATION SATCOM

Station Satcom is India's leading Satellite
communications service provider offering a
variety of remote area communications solutions
for ofﬁces and operations across the world.

TECHCROSS

Techcross is a global leading BWMS
manufacturer with electrolysis technologies
treating invasive marine species
in the ballast water.

OUR CLIENTS
Oman Oil Reﬁneries and Petroleum Industries Company
Occidental Petroleum Corporation
CC Energy Development
Daleel Petroleum L.L.C
National Ferries Company S.A.O.C
Oman Ship Management Company S.A.O.C

CHUGOKU MARINE PAINTS

The CMP (Chugoku Marine Paints, Ltd.)
Group is a leading supplier of marine
coatings and has been dedicated to the
industry for more than 100 years.

دﻳﺎر



Sohar Aluminum
Oman Oil Company Exploration & Production LLC
Oman Cement Company

HALMA WATER

HWM is a company which design and
manufacture monitoring and telemetry
equipment for water, wastewater and gas
networks, together with telemetry AMR and
facilities optimisation products.

Wadi Al Jizzi Power Co. SAOC
Majan Electricity Company SAOC

NORDMARIN LLC

Offers repair and maintenance services for the
offshore services vessels and the merchant
vessels operation NORDMARIN LLC offers
repair and maintenance services for the
offshore services
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P.O. Box 1327, PC: 122, Al Mabella, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman, Tel: +968 24052774 Fax: +968 24052822
Email : deyyar@deyyarint.com website: www.deyyarint.com

